From YOKOSUKA:
1. At YOKOSUKA CHUO Station, buy a ¥1,330 transfer ticket to HIGASHI-FUSSA (東福生) Station via the JR HACHIKO-Line (JR 八高線). This ticket is for the entire trip so keep it until you exit HIGASHI-FUSSA Station.

**Note** To buy a transfer ticket, touch the following buttons on the screen:

<<<English → Ticket → Connecting Ticket tab → Change at Yokohama JR Lines → Ticket fare amount>>>

2. Go to Track #2 and take a GREEN or RED Kanji sign train bound for YOKOHAMA direction.

3. Get off at YOKOHAMA station. Go down the CENTRAL EXIT (中央口) stairs, and follow the signs to the connecting gate indicating “Transfer to JR Line (連絡口)” (White letter on Blue background). Go through the ticket machine. Do not forget to retrieve your ticket. Go to Track #4 and transfer to the JR YOKOHAMA Line bound for HACHIOJI (八王子) Station.

**Note**~ Both the JR YOKOHAMA Line (GREEN-striped trains) and JR KEIHIN-TOHOKU Line (BLUE-striped trains) run track # 4 alternatively. Make sure you take the right train.

- ~If in YOKOHAMA station BETWEEN 9am and 5pm, take the JR YOKOHAMA Line (GREEN-striped trains) from YOKOHAMA station, which runs about every 10 to 20 minutes.
- ~If in YOKOHAMA station BEFORE 8am or AFTER 5pm, take the JR KEIHIN-TOHOKU Line (BLUE-striped trains) from YOKOHAMA station to HIGASHI-KANAGAWA station (1st stop from YOKOHAMA). From there, transfer to the JR YOKOHAMA Line (GREEN-striped trains) to HACHIOJI station.

4. Get off at HACHIOJI Station and transfer to the JR HACHIKO Line bound for HAIJIMA /TAKASAKI direction.

5. Get off at HIGASHI-FUSSA Station and walk toward to Rt. 16. Turn right onto Rt. 16 and walk about 10 minutes. You will soon see the Fussa Gate of YOKOTA AFB to your left.

From IKEGO:
1. At JIMMUJI Station, buy a ¥1,280 transfer ticket to HIGASHI-FUSSA (東福生) Station via the JR HACHIKO (JR 八高線) Line. This ticket is for the entire trip so keep it until you exit HIGASHI-FUSSA Station.

To buy transfer ticket, See note in Step #1 above.

2. Go to Track #2 and take a train to KANAZAWA HAKKEI Station.

3. Get off at KANAZAWA HAKKEI, go to Track #3, and transfer to a KEIKYU MAIN LINE train with either a GREEN or RED kanji sign bound for YOKOHAMA direction.

4. Continue with Step #3 above.
From Yokosuka Chuo Station to Higashi-Fussa Station
Total Fare: ¥1,330
Distance: 84.8 km
Travel Time: approx. 2 hours and 12 minutes